Wellness

Bathing and showering – pleasure for all the senses

Experience culture
Founded in 1748 in the heart of Europe, today a world-famous brand. Villeroy&Boch looks
back on a rich tradition and, from its very beginnings, has actively styled culture. This has
resulted in a quality and diversity that cannot fail to impress. Our products embody classical
elegance, the beauty of nature or urban design. Whatever your personal style, with
Villeroy&Boch, you can experience culture in your own home.
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THE BATHROOM AS A WELLNESS OASIS

RELAX IN STYLE

Wellness means boosting your energy levels and feeling good about yourself in the long-term.
An increase in everyday stresses and strains require strategies that aid relaxation. Villeroy&Boch
bathrooms not only oﬀer pleasure and relaxation but they are also vitalising – so why not give
yourself and your body a treat!
Showering – Wellness at the push of a button
A quick shower can also be a wellness experience that doesn’t take up a great deal of time.
Cold showering of the arms, lower legs and thighs or the whole body eﬀectively stimulates the
metabolism and the circulation.

Bathing – An ideal way to relax
The feeling of weightlessness when bathing encourages mental relaxation as eﬀectively as autogenic
training and, depending on the water temperature, has very diﬀerent eﬀects. Warm water, for
example, lowers the adrenalin level, relieves tension and stimulates both the circulation and the
metabolism. Cold baths, however, improve deeper breathing and alleviate the pain caused by acute
sports injuries.

Whirlpool – A massage for body and soul

Unique personal design is crucial to creating a sense of well-being in the bathroom. The various bathroom ranges

Warm whirlpool baths stimulate the circulation. They have the eﬀect of a gentle peel that improves

from Villeroy&Boch and the matching Quaryl® baths leave nothing to be desired. This material enables an

both the complexion and the skin’s ability to absorb the nourishing agents present in the water.
The metabolism and circulation are stimulated. Stress and everyday tensions can be eﬀectively
prevented as the muscles are regenerated more vigorously than in a standard bath.

amazing variety of shapes and designs to complement all furnishing styles. On the strength of their form and
function, the baths from the Aveo and La Belle ranges, as well as the extraordinary Squaro Superfl at shower tray,
have scooped multiple international design awards. Quaryl® perfecting design.

QUARYL ® IS A SOLID MATERIAL that can be cast in any form – there
are no limits to design freedom
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QUARYL®

ACRYLIC

Exclusively from Villeroy&Boch for more than 20 years
Nature perfected

Unique&precise

This innovative material available exclusively

· Incomparable designs

from Villeroy&Boch has been setting standards

· Slight dimensional tolerances

in aesthetic bathroom design for more than 20

· Flush installation

years. Quaryl® combines the best properties of

· Ideal for the installation of whirlpool systems

natural quartz with the versatility of high-

· Precise radii and edges

Expertise for 45 years

quality acrylic resin. Nature perfected – warm,
smooth and oﬀering clean design lines, solid

Clean&safe

and hard like crystal. However, in a break from

· Easy to clean as dirt is almost unable to secure

nature, form is not left to chance, rather it is in
the hands of designers, and Quaryl® gives them
completely free rein. Quaryl® is like a new
element that exhibits all the properties one
could want for baths and shower trays: it can be
moulded and is durable and timeless, warm and
pure. This innovative material is manufactured
in Europe, in the Netherlands.
Check out the advantages for yourself!

a hold
· Slip-resistant
· Smooth, pore-free and closed surface

IT ALL STARTS WITH QUARTZ CRYSTAL

THE BASIS: 60% PURE, FINE-GROUND
QUARTZ POWDER

Solid&robust
· Shock and impact-resistant, non-scratch,
sound-absorbing
· Material thickness from 8 to 18 mm
· Retains its gloss, even after many years of use
· UV-resistant
Warm&pleasant to the touch
· Warm surface
· Good thermal insulation
· Good thermal coefficient thanks to quartzbased material mix

LIQUID QUARYL ®

MATERIAL CROSS-SECTION

Acrylic: versatile, beneficial, reliable

45 years of expertise with acrylic

Acrylic has many distinguishing quality features. In addition, the large selection of high-quality

Thanks to more than 265 years of innovative strength and design expertise with the very highest

acrylic baths from Villeroy&Boch oﬀers durable quality with optimum comfort and unique design

quality standards and a diverse selection, Villeroy&Boch has been producing high-quality acrylic

variety.

products since 1969. Today our acrylic products are manufactured in Belgium.
· Acrylic production enables a variety of forms
· Acrylic has an insulating eﬀect and quickly takes on the pleasant temperature of the bathwater
· Acrylic is colour-fast - products retain their colour and shine for longer
· The smooth surface is very easy to clean and also slip-resistant
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Showers
Simply wash away everyday life
As relaxing as gentle tropical rain and as refreshing as a fresh April shower: Villeroy&Boch transforms
taking a shower into a unique wellness experience. The large range of different shower trays and enclosures
combines maximum comfort with outstanding design, innovative functions and the high quality that is
synonymous with Villeroy&Boch. For feel-good moments that meet every requirement.

10

SHOWERS

ARCHITECTURA METALRIM

MetalRim

Shower trays

Ultra-flat design, extra stability. The Architectura

Installation options, two rim heights available in each case

MetalRim collection features ultra-fl at, rimless

Simple and safe installation with maximum flexibility for both rim heights (15 and 48 mm).

shower trays made of high-quality acrylic. This
new generation of shower trays features the
fi rst use of the innovative MetalRim technology
developed by Villeroy&Boch. This galvanised
steel reinforcement integrated into the rim area
guarantees maximum material stability and

Installation on a base

Installation on the tiling

Flush-fi t installation

a super-fl at design in two rim heights (15 and
48 mm): a large variety of models and a mini31 MODELS x 2 DIFFERENT RIM HEIGHTS x 2 FINISHES = 124 OPTIONS

malist design for individual style options.
The Futurion Walk-In version shower enclosure,

MODELS AND DIMENSIONS

LENGTH

WIDTH

RECTANGULAR

900 mm
1000 mm
1200 mm
1400 mm
1500 mm
1600 mm
1700 mm
1800 mm

700 / 750 / 800 mm
700 / 750 / 800 / 900 mm
700 / 750 / 800 / 900 mm
700 / 750 / 800 / 900 mm
800 / 900 / 1000 mm
700 / 750 / 800 / 900 mm
700 / 750 / 800 / 900 mm
800 / 900 mm

SQUARE

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

shown on page 18, is the perfect complement.
You will fi nd more matching shower enclosures
from page 34 onwards.

2

Galvanised steel in the rim area

Comfort
A large variety of models and a minimalist, timeless design allow individual style options for every room,
whatever the layout. The pore-free, closed Quaryl® surface is especially easy to clean. Optionally
available with the Vilbogrip slip resistance class C finish.
15
MM
1

12

SHOWERS

1 · FUTURION WALK-IN shower enclosure
CULT tap fittings programme
AVALON + PURE LINE tiles
2 · X-PLANE tiles

Aesthetic appeal
The innovative MetalRim technology permits a super-fl at design in two rim heights.
SHOWERS
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FRAME TO FRAME
Shower enclosures and bath screens

An intelligent solution. Frame to Frame shower enclosures and bath

MODELS AND DIMENSIONS

LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

PIVOTING DOORS CORNER

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

800 / 900 / 1000 mm
800 / 900 mm
800 / 1000 mm

1950 mm
1950 mm
1950 mm

PIVOTING DOORS
QUARTER-CIRCLE

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

800 / 900 / 1000 mm
800 / 900 mm
800 / 1000 mm

1950 mm
1950 mm
1950 mm

PIVOTING DOORS ALCOVE

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

1950 mm
1950 mm
1950 mm

PIVOTING DOOR CORNER
WITH SIDE PANEL

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

800 / 900 / 1000 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

1950 mm
1950 mm
1950 mm

MODELS AND DIMENSIONS

WIDTH

HEIGHT

SLIDING DOORS
QUARTER-CIRCLE

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

1950 mm
1950 mm
1950 mm

PIVOTING DOOR ONE-PART

700 mm
800 mm

1500 mm
1500 mm

SLIDING DOORS CORNER

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

800 / 900 / 1000 mm
800 / 900 mm
800 / 1000 mm

1950 mm
1950 mm
1950 mm

PIVOTING DOOR TWO-PART

600 + 400 mm

1500 mm

screens are clear, practical favourites.
Comfort
· The VilboClear glass finish is standard
· A raising and lowering mechanism ensures that pivoting doors can
be opened and closed with ease
·	Thanks to the Click system, the sliding doors are simply removed
for cleaning

A

B

Aesthetic appeal
· Practical design for every bathroom
·	Perfect for combination with O.novo shower trays and baths (pages 19 and
56). You will find more matching shower trays from page 34 onwards.

A

A

A

A

1
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SHOWERS

1 · O.NOVO shower tray
2 · O.NOVO shower tray

SUBWAY tap fittings programme
CULT tap fittings programme

ONE & ONLY tiles

2

A

B

SHOWERS
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FUTURION FLAT
Shower trays

Freedom begins in your bathroom. The shower trays in the Futurion Flat

MODELS AND DIMENSIONS

LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

RECTANGULAR

900 mm
1000 mm
1200 mm
1200 mm
1400 mm
1500 mm
1600 mm
1800 mm

800 mm
800 mm
800 mm
900 mm
900 mm
1000 mm
900 mm
900 mm

17 mm
17 mm
17 mm
17 mm
17 mm
17 mm
17 mm
17 mm

SQUARE

900 mm
1000 mm

900 mm
1000 mm

17 mm
17 mm

range communicate a feeling of absolute freedom, not just in terms of
their visual appeal but also the moment you step into them. The exclusive
character and high functional value are largely thanks to Quaryl®, the
innovative material from Villeroy&Boch that boasts tangible quality,
precision fitting and maximum easy-care properties. Futurion Flat creates
a new feeling of freedom.
Futurion Flat brings together unique product properties.
Comfort
·	Pore-free shower trays that feel pleasantly warm to the touch and are
extremely easy to clean
Aesthetic appeal
· Minimalist, extra-flat design
· Three installation options allow plenty of design scope

You will find the perfectly matching Futurion Walk-In shower enclosure
on page 18. And many more matching shower enclosures from page 34
onwards.

1
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SHOWERS

1·F
 UTURION WALK-IN shower enclosure
CULT tap fittings programme X-PLANE tiles
SHOWERS
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FUTURION&FUTURION WALK-IN

O.NOVO

Shower trays and shower enclosures

Shower trays
MODELS AND DIMENSIONS

FUTURION WALK-IN

WIDTH

HEIGHT

1200 mm
1400 mm
1500 mm
1600 mm
1700 mm
1800 mm

1950 mm
1950 mm
1950 mm
1950 mm
1950 mm
1950 mm

Always a good idea. O.novo shower trays are
the perfect entry level model: high quality and
versatile – proven Villeroy&Boch quality.
Comfort

2

·	All models are available with a slip-resistant
finish

More room for pure unadulterated design. An unusual transparency creates a generous sense of space that, thanks to the

MODELS AND DIMENSIONS

LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

RECTANGULAR

900 mm
1000 mm
1200 mm
1200 mm

800 mm
800 mm
800 mm
900 mm

60 mm
60 mm
60 mm
60 mm

Aesthetic appeal

large variety of different models, is available for just about
every option.
Comfort

·	
Perfect in combination with the Frame to
Frame shower enclosures (page 14).
More matching shower enclosures from page 34

·	
Optimised shower enclosure fastening system with
adjustable crossbars
·	Easy cleaning thanks to the VilboClear glass finish

SQUARE

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

onwards.

60 mm
60 mm
60 mm

Aesthetic appeal
·	The shower enclosure can also be installed directly on
tiled or natural stone floors

1

MODELS AND DIMENSIONS

MATERIAL

LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

MODELS AND DIMENSIONS

MATERIAL

LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

RECTANGULAR

Acrylic
Acrylic
Acrylic

900 mm
1000 mm
1200 mm

800 mm
800 mm
900 mm

60 mm*
60 mm*
60 mm*

QUARTER-CIRCLE

Acrylic

900 mm

900 mm

60 mm*

SQUARE

Acrylic
Acrylic
Acrylic

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

60 mm*
60 mm*
60 mm*

PENTAGONAL

Acrylic

900 mm

900 mm

60 mm*

·	Perfect for combination with the Futurion shower trays
made of Quaryl®
·	Harmonious floors with flush installation of the shower
tray
You will find more products from page 34 onwards.

1
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SHOWERS

1·F
 UTURION shower tray
PRO ARCHITECTURA tiles
2 · FUTURION WALK-IN cross-bar

1 · O.NOVO acrylic shower tray
FRAME TO FRAME shower tray
NATURE SIDE tiles
SHOWERS
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SUBWAY

SUBWAY

Shower trays

Shower enclosures and bath screens
Room for individual comfort. The flat Subway

Greater choice. The Subway shower enclosures and

shower trays offer impressive, comfortable

bath screens perfectly match all the products in the

solutions and all manner of models.

Subway range.

Comfort

Comfort

·	
The acrylic shower trays are suitable for

· Comfortable, profile-free access

installation flush with the floor

MODELS AND DIMENSIONS

·	Easy cleaning thanks to flush-integrated hinges with

· Easy-care, slip-resistant material

WIDTH

HEIGHT

ALCOVE

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm
1200 mm

1900 mm
1900 mm
1900 mm
1900 mm

CORNER ENTRY

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm
1200 mm

1900 mm
1900 mm
1900 mm
1900 mm

PIVOTING DOOR WITH SIDE PANEL

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm
1200 mm

1900 mm
1900 mm
1900 mm
1900 mm

QUARTER-CIRCLE

900 mm
1000 mm

1900 mm
1900 mm

QUARTER-CIRCLE WITH DOUBLE DOOR

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm

1900 mm
1900 mm
1900 mm

PENTAGONAL
PIVOTING DOOR WITH SIDE PANEL

800 mm
900 mm

1900 mm
1900 mm

886 mm
Side panel 900 mm
Side panel 1000 mm

2000 mm
2000 mm
2000 mm

BATH SCREEN

900 mm

500 mm

CURVED
BATH SCREEN *

1400 mm

1500 mm

raising and lowering mechanism

· XXL sizes for maximum comfort

·	Simple assembly by means of wall-junction profiles
with a generous adjustment range

Aesthetic appeal
· Minimalist design for every bathroom

Aesthetic appeal

·	
Perfect

·	Shower enclosures and bath screens from the same

for

combination

with

matching

Subway shower enclosures, more matching

design range for a perfect bathroom look

shower enclosures from page 34 onwards

·	For free bathroom planning, the shower enclosures

·	Complements the best-selling Subway ceramic

can also be installed directly onto tiled and natural

and furniture programme

stone floors
You will find more matching shower trays from page

1

1 · SUBWAY acrylic shower tray

FUTURION WALK-IN shower enclosure

MODELS AND DIMENSIONS

MATERIAL

LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

RECTANGULAR

Acrylic
Acrylic
Acrylic
Acrylic
Acrylic

1000 mm
1200 mm
1400 mm
1600 mm
1800 mm

800 mm
900 mm
900 mm
900 mm
900 mm

35 mm
35 mm
35 mm
35 mm
35 mm

34 onwards!

WALK-IN WITH SIDE PANEL

ONE & ONLY tiles

MODELS AND DIMENSIONS

MATERIAL

LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

MODELS AND DIMENSIONS

MATERIAL

LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT



SQUARE

Acrylic
Acrylic

900 mm
1000 mm

900 mm
1000 mm

35 mm
35 mm

1

QUARTER-CIRCLE

Acrylic

900 mm

900 mm

35 / 195* mm

1 · SUBWAY shower tray

*for Squaro and Subway corner baths

CULT tap fittings programme

*incl. panel
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SUBWAY INFINITY

40
MM

Shower trays

Subway Infinity is the new ceramic shower tray
by Villeroy&Boch that can be cut to size. It is
available in customised dimensions and can
even be adapted to fit complex layouts, with
columns, corners or projections. With the help
of the completely new ViPrint décors, the
shower tray can be designed to match
Villeroy&Boch floor tiles. Fitted flush with the
matching tiles, the Subway Infinity rimless
shower tray is the ideal addition to any modern
bathroom.
Information available on request.

40
MM
1
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SHOWERS

1

1 · SUBWAY INFINITY shower tray
SHOWERS
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ViPrint – giving showers a new look

Easy and safe installation

With ViPrint, Villeroy&Boch introduces completely new op-

Three different installation methods: Whatever the size, each shower tray can be fitted flush, which is perfect for

tions for personalised bathroom design. With the innovative

barrier-free entry. The two surface-mounted variants are possible for selected models. The ViPrint models are only

technology, the décor of the most popular Villeroy&Boch

suitable for flush-fit installation.

tile collections can be applied to the Subway Infinity shower
tray. In this way, the ViPrint décors create a uniform look and

Width in mm

an almost seamless transition between the shower tray and
700

floor surface. Offering anti-slip class PN12, the ViPrint

800

900

800
Length in mm

décors also provide greater safety.

750

900
1000
1200

FLUSH-FIT INSTALLATION

1400
1

1500
The ViPrint models are available in 18 sizes and only suitable for flush-fit
installation.

VIPRINT DÉCORS*

INSTALLATION ON TILES

A1 Lodge

A2 X-Plane

A3 X-Plane

Beige-Effect

Crème-Effect

Anthracite-Effect

INSTALLATION ON FEET

2
3

24

SHOWERS

1 · LODGE BEIGE-EFFECT The grain runs the width of the
shower.
2 · X-PLANE ANTHRACITE-EFFECT

*For technical reasons relating to the production process, minor differences
in colour apply between ViPrint and tile décors.
SHOWERS
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Width in mm
700
800

750

800

*

*

900

150

1000

150

Length in mm

900
1000

150

1100
1200

150

*

1300
1400
1500

*

*

1600
* only suitable for flush-fit installation

Greater design freedom

Shower tray colours

OUTLET COVER COLOURS

With a large number of models in 26 sizes, Subway Infinity

Available in 3 colours that perfectly match the colours of the

For white

For coloured shower trays,

offers individual design possibilities with special dimensions and

Villeroy&Boch tiles, with anti-slip class PN18 for maximum

shower trays

choose from

forms. On request, each model can be precisely cut with

safety.

68 White

61 Chrome

millimetre accuracy to any size between 1600 x 1000 and
800 x 750 mm. And customised special shapes are also possible,
too. The Subway Infinity shower tray ensures a precise fit and
1

1 · SUBWAY INFINITY shower tray

26

SHOWERS

becomes an integral part of the bathroom design – even with
columns, projections and unusual angles.

01 White Anti-slip

TP Taupe Anti-slip

69 Brushed Chrome

W9 Ardoise Anti-slip

SHOWERS
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SQUARO INFINITY

40
MM

Shower trays

The customised solution. With Squaro Infinity,

Minimalist design

Villeroy&Boch presents an innovative shower tray

The colour of the flush-fitting designer outlet cover perfectly

made of Quaryl® that can be cut to size right down

matches the shower tray and is finished with a chrome-plated

to the last millimetre. Available in various sizes, it

strip. Its drainage rate of 40 l/min is well above standard.

can even be adapted to accommodate corners,
columns or projections. This opens up a wealth of
possibilities for bathroom design and offers a
customised solution even for complex room
layouts. The slim, ultra-flat form and the flush,
integrated outlet cover set the highest standards in
terms of design.

40
MM
1

28

SHOWERS

1 · SQUARO INFINITY shower tray
FUTURION WALK-IN shower enclosure

2

SHOWERS
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Variety down to the very last millimetre

Perfect fit

Easy and safe installation

Available in 49 sizes, Squaro Infinity offers unlimited design

Thanks to customised special shapes, the shower tray can even

Three different installation methods: Whatever the size, each shower

possibilities to meet individual comfort requirements. Special

be fitted around pedestals, projections and unusual angles.

tray can be fitted flush, which is perfect for barrier-free entry. The two

dimensions are available in every size from 1800 x 1000 to

The pore-free surface is easy to clean and therefore particularly

surface-mounted variants are possible for selected models.

800 x 700 mm and can be cut precisely to size with millimetre

hygienic.

accuracy. Individual, customised special shapes are also possible.

FLUSH-FIT INSTALLATION

Width in mm
700

750

800

900

1000

800
900
1

Length in mm

1000
1100

Five attractive colours to meet every taste, harmoniously matched to the colours of the

1200

Villeroy&Boch tiles. Highest anti-slip class C for maximum safety.

INSTALLATION ON TILES

1300
1400

*

1500

*

SHOWER TRAY COLOURS AND OUTLET COVER COLOURS*

INSTALLATION ON A BASE

1600
1700
41 Edelweiss

1800
* only suitable for flush-fit installation
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SHOWERS

1S Anthracite

2S Crème

3S Grey

4S Brown

* The outlet cover colours exactly match the shower tray colours.

1 · SQUARO INFINITY shower tray
BERNINA tiles 
SHOWERS
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SQUARO SUPERFLAT

VIVIA

Shower trays

Shower panel and shower stool
Low installation height for the highest require-

MODELS AND DIMENSIONS

LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

RECTANGULAR

1200 mm
1400 mm
1600 mm
1700 mm
1800 mm

900 mm
900 mm
900 mm
800 mm
900 mm

18 mm
18 mm
18 mm
18 mm
18 mm

ments. The Squaro Superflat is not only ultra-flat,
but also a real highlight in terms of design and comfort. Squaro Colorline colours offer even greater
scope for individual bathroom design. Particularly

Practical design and variety. The shower panel
with its hidden storage space for a towel and
shower utensils and the anti-slip shower stool
provide added comfort.

effective outlet for up to 50 l water per minute.

Comfort

Made to last thanks to high quality Quaryl®.
SQUARE

900 mm
1000 mm

900 mm
1000 mm

· Practical storage with towel holder and shelves

18 mm
18 mm

· Comfortable, anti-slip shower stool made from

Comfort

waterproof materials

· Low installation height of just 100 mm is ideal for
installation in existing bathrooms

QUARTER-CIRCLE

900 mm

900 mm

Aesthetic appeal

18 mm

· Simple, fast installation thanks to integrated siphon

· Shower panel with a concealed door keeps

· Pore-free surface is easy to clean, slip-resistant and

things looking tidy

sound-absorbing

· Colours match the Vivia collection and
the Squaro Superflat and Squaro Infinity

Aesthetic appeal

shower trays

· Unique look thanks to level entry and flush
integrated outlet
· Permanent colour fastness and beautiful surface
shine
· Matching shower enclosures from page 34

SHOWER PANEL AND STOOL AVAILABLE IN

onwards

W0 – White (panel + stool)

1

32

SHOWERS

1 · SQUARO WALK-IN shower enclosure BERNINA tiles
MEMENTO washbasin and furniture programme

1

2

A0 – Anthracite (panel)
G0 – Anthracite (stool)

1 · VIVIA shower panel
2 · VIVIA shower stool
SHOWERS
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SHOWER TRAYS AND SHOWER ENCLOSURES
Futurion Walk-In (18)

RECTANGULAR

Length (A) x
Width (B)

800 x 700
800 x 750

900 x 700

900 x 750

900 x 800

1000 x 700

1000 x 750

Material:
1000 x 800

ACRYLIC

QUARYL®
1000 x 900

CERAMIC

34

SHOWERS

1100 x 700

Subway pivoting doors (21)

SHOWER TRAYS AND SHOWER ENCLOSURES

Subway Walk-In (21)

Frame to Frame
sliding doors (15)

Frame to Frame
pivoting doors (15)

Product name

Page

Squaro Infinity

28

-

-

-

-

-

Subway Infinity

22

-

-

-

-

-

Squaro Infinity

28

-

-

-

-

-

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

-

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

Subway Infinity

22

-

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

Squaro Infinity

28

-

-

-

-

-

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

-

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

O.novo

19

-

●

-

-

●

Subway

20

-

-

-

-

Subway Infinity

22

-

● (Alcove)

-

Squaro Infinity

28

-

● (Alcove)

-

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

-

●

O.novo

19

-

Futurion

18

Futurion Flat

Futurion Walk-In (18)

RECTANGULAR

Length (A) x
Width (B)

Subway pivoting doors (21)

Subway Walk-In (21)

Frame to Frame
sliding doors (15)

Frame to Frame
pivoting doors (15)

Product name

Page

1100 x 750

Squaro Infinity

28

-

-

-

-

-

1100 x 800

Squaro Infinity

28

-

-

-

-

-

1100 x 900

Subway Infinity

22

-

-

-

-

-

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

-

-

-

-

-

Subway Infinity

22

-

-

-

-

-

Squaro Infinity

28

-

-

-

-

-

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

-

-

-

-

-

Subway Infinity

22

-

-

-

-

-

-

Squaro Infinity

28

-

-

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

-

-

●

-

-

● (Alcove)

●

●

Futurion

18

●

●

-

-

● (Alcove)

-

Futurion Flat

16

●

●

-

-

● (Alcove)

●

-

●

●

Subway Infinity

22

●

●

-

-

●

-

●

-

●

●

Squaro Infinity

28

●

●

-

-

●

16

-

●

-

●

●

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

●

-

-

● (Alcove)

Subway Infinity

22

-

● (Alcove)

-

●

●

Futurion

18

●

●

-

-

● (Alcove)

Squaro Infinity

28

-

● (Alcove)

-

●

-

Futurion Flat

16

●

●

-

-

● (Alcove)

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

-

● (Alcove)

-

● (Alcove)

O.novo

19

●

●

-

-

● (Alcove)

Subway Infinity

22

-

● (Alcove)

-

●

Subway

20

●

●

-

-

● (Alcove)

Squaro Infinity

28

-

-

-

●

-

Subway Infinity

22

●

●

-

-

● (Alcove)

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

-

● (Alcove)

-

● (Alcove)

Squaro Superflat

32

●

●

-

-

● (Alcove)

Subway Infinity

22

-

●

-

●

Squaro Infinity

28

●

●

-

-

● (Alcove)

Squaro Infinity

28

-

● (Alcove)

-

●

●

1300 x 700

Squaro Infinity

28

-

-

-

-

-

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

-

●

-

●

1300 x 750

Squaro Infinity

28

-

-

-

-

O.novo

19

-

●

-

•
●

●

1300 x 800

Squaro Infinity

28

-

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

Futurion

18

-

●

-

●

●

Subway Infinity

22

-

● (Alcove)

-

-

-

Futurion Flat

16

-

●

-

●

●

Squaro Infinity

28

-

-

-

-

Subway

20

-

●

-

●

●

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

-

-

-

-

Subway Infinity

22

-

●

-

●

●

Squaro Infinity

28

●

-

-

-

-

Squaro Infinity

28

-

●

-

●

●

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

-

-

-

-

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

-

●

-

●

● (Alcove)

Subway Infinity

22

●

-

-

-

-

Subway Infinity

22

-

-

-

●

-

Squaro Infinity

28

●

-

-

-

Squaro Infinity

28

-

-

-

●

-

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

Squaro Infinity

28

-

-

-

-

-

Subway Infinity

22

●

-

-

-

-

1200 x 700

1200 x 750

1200 x 800

1200 x 900

● (Alcove)

1200 x 900

●

Material:
ACRYLIC

QUARYL®

CERAMIC

1300 x 900
1400 x 700

1400 x 750

1400 x 800

SHOWERS
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SHOWER TRAYS AND SHOWER ENCLOSURES
Futurion Walk-In (18)

RECTANGULAR

Length (A) x
Width (B)

28

●

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

Futurion Flat

16

●

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

Subway

20

●

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

Subway Infinity

22

●

-

-

-

-

Squaro Superflat

32

●

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

Squaro Infinity

28

●

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

1400 x 1000

Squaro Infinity

28

●

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

1500 x 700

Squaro Infinity

28

●

● (Alcove)

-

-

-

Subway Infinity

22

●

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

Squaro Infinity

28

●

-

-

-

-

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

Subway Infinity

22

●

● (Alcove)

-

-

Squaro Infinity

28

●

● (Alcove)

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

● (Alcove)

●

Subway Infinity

22

●

● (Alcove)

Squaro Infinity

28

●

● (Alcove)

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

Futurion

18

Futurion Flat

1500 x 800
1500 x 900
1500 x 900

1500 x 1000

1600 x 700

CERAMIC
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Frame to Frame
pivoting doors (15)

Squaro Infinity

1500 x 750

QUARYL®

Frame to Frame
sliding doors (15)

Page

1400 x 900

ACRYLIC

Subway Walk-In (21)

Product name

1400 x 800

Material:

Subway pivoting doors (21)

SHOWER TRAYS AND SHOWER ENCLOSURES

1600 x 750
1600 x 800

1600 x 900

Futurion Walk-In (18)

RECTANGULAR

Length (A) x
Width (B)

Subway pivoting doors (21)

Subway Walk-In (21)

Frame to Frame
sliding doors (15)

Frame to Frame
pivoting doors (15)

Product name

Page

Subway Infinity

22

●

● (Alcove)

●

-

● (Alcove)

Squaro Infinity

28

●

● (Alcove)

●

-

● (Alcove)

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

-

-

-

-

Squaro Infinity

28

●

-

-

-

-

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

-

-

-

-

Squaro Infinity

28

●

-

-

-

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

Squaro Superflat

32

●

-

● (Alcove)

28

●

● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)

-

Squaro Infinity

-

● (Alcove)

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

● (Alcove)

●

-

● (Alcove)

Squaro Infinity

28

●

● (Alcove)

●

-

● (Alcove)

1700 x 1000

Squaro Infinity

28

●

● (Alcove)

●

-

● (Alcove)

● (Alcove)

1800 x 700

Squaro Infinity

28

●

-

-

-

-

-

● (Alcove)

1800 x 750

● (Alcove)

●

-

● (Alcove)

-

● (Alcove)

● (Alcove)

●

-

● (Alcove)

●

● (Alcove)

-

● (Alcove)

16

●

-

● (Alcove)

Subway Infinity

22

●

● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)

●
●

-

● (Alcove)

Squaro Infinity

28

●

● (Alcove)

●

-

● (Alcove)

28
12, 13
28
12, 13
16
20
32
28
28

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

-

-

Squaro Infinity
Architectura MetalRim
Squaro Infinity
Architectura MetalRim
Futurion Flat
Subway
Squaro Superflat
Squaro Infinity
Squaro Infinity

●
●
●
●
●
●

-

● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

-

-

-

-

Squaro Infinity

28

●

-

-

-

-

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

-

-

-

-

Squaro Infinity

28

●

-

-

-

Architectura MetalRim

12, 13

●

● (Alcove)

-

-

● (Alcove)

Squaro Infinity

28

●

● (Alcove)

● (Alcove)

12, 13

●

● (Alcove)

●

-

Architectura MetalRim

-

● (Alcove)

Futurion Flat

16

●

-

● (Alcove)

20

●

● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)

●

Subway

●

-

● (Alcove)

Subway Infinity

22

●

● (Alcove)

●

-

● (Alcove)

Squaro Superflat

32

●

● (Alcove)

●

-

● (Alcove)

Squaro Infinity

28

●

● (Alcove)

●

-

● (Alcove)

1600 x 1000
1700 x 700
1700 x 750

1700 x 800

1700 x 900

1800 x 800

1800 x 900

1800 x 1000

● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)
● (Alcove)

Material:
ACRYLIC

QUARYL®

CERAMIC

SHOWERS
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SHOWER TRAYS AND SHOWER ENCLOSURES
Futurion Walk-In (18)

SQUARE

Length (A) x
Width (B)

800 x 800

900 x 900

1000 x 1000

Material:

38

Subway pivoting doors (21)

SHOWER TRAYS AND SHOWER ENCLOSURES

Subway Walk-In (21)

Frame to Frame
sliding doors (15)

Frame to Frame
pivoting doors (15)

Product name

Page

Architectura MetalRim

12

-

●

-

●

●

O.novo

19

-

-

●

●

Futurion

18

-

●
●

-

●

●

Subway Infinity

24

-

●

-

●

●

Squaro Infinity

30

-

●

-

●

●

Architectura MetalRim

12

-

●

-

●

●

O.novo

19

-

●

-

●

●

Futurion

18

-

●

-

●

●

Futurion Flat

16

-

●

-

●

●

Subway

22

-

●

-

●

●

Subway Infinity

30

-

●

-

●

●

Squaro Superflat

34

-

●

-

●

●

Squaro Infinity

24

-

●

-

●

●

Architectura MetalRim

12

-

●

-

●

●

O.novo

19

-

●

-

●

●

Futurion

18

-

●

-

●

●

Futurion Flat

16

-

●

-

●

●

Subway

22

-

●

-

●

●

Subway Infinity

24

-

●

-

●

●

Squaro Superflat

34

-

●

-

●

●

Squaro Infinity

30

-

●

-

●

●

QUARTER
CIRCLE

900 x 900

900 x 900

Subway pivoting doors (21)

Subway Walk-In (21)

Frame to Frame
sliding doors (15)

Frame to Frame
pivoting doors (15)

Product name

Radius (R)/
Dimensions (D)

Page

O.novo

550

19

-

●

-

●

●

Subway

550

22

-

●

-

●

●

Squaro Superflat

550

34

-

●

-

●

●

19

-

●

-

-

-

O.novo

PENTAGONAL

Material:

ACRYLIC

ACRYLIC

QUARYL®

QUARYL®

CERAMIC

CERAMIC

SHOWERS

Length (A) x
Width (B)

Futurion Walk-In (18)

SHOWERS
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Baths
Relaxation and a sense of well-being
Transform your bathroom into your very own wellness spa. Villeroy&Boch offers a great variety
of forms and design solutions to suit every taste. A great range of baths leaves plenty of scope
for individual design. If you are looking for something really special, we offer various options and
whirlpool systems enabling you to create your own truly individual showpiece.

40

BATHS

AVEO

AVEO NEW GENERATION

Natural harmony

A modern interpretation of natural aesthetics
The Aveo bath rediscovers the oval as the

A distinctive form with a contemporary ﬂ air.

archetype of peace and harmony. Available as a

The stylish edge presents a seamless transi-

built-in and free-standing version.

tion between the bath and rim for a look of pure
elegance.

Comfort
Comfort

The soft form guarantees perfect lying comfort.

Pleasantly warm to the touch, the material
ensures perfect reclining comfort.

Aesthetic appeal
The design created exclusively for Villeroy&Boch
is perfectly complemented by the matching Aveo

Aesthetic appeal

New Generation ceramic collection.

Add the new washbasins and furniture from
the Aveo New Generation collection and the
natural effect is complete.

AVAILABLE IN THE PANEL COLOURS

1

OVAL

42

BATHS

LENGTH

WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE

INSTALLATION HEIGHT

CONTENTS

1900 mm

950 mm

443 mm

1170 x 540 mm

540 mm

245 L

White Alpine

Star White

1 · SOURCE tap ﬁttings programme

1

OVAL

LENGTH

WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE

INSTALLATION HEIGHT

CONTENTS

1900 mm

950 mm

443 mm

1170 x 540 mm

540 mm

245 L

1 · L´AURA tap ﬁttings programme PLACE tiles

BATHS
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CETUS&CETA

HOMMAGE

Perfect form, impressive variety

Paying tribute to a great age
Cetus is perfect for modern, purist bathrooms;

Comfort

The charm of a real classic. The free-standing

the free-standing Ceta model is also suitable for

The rounded form inside the bath allows you to

Quaryl® bath features the style of the early 20th

a classic setting. Premium look thanks to matt
ﬁnish and special workmanship on the exterior.
The United bath panelling is available for the rectangular versions. More information on page 62.

lie back and relax in comfort.

century.

Aesthetic appeal

Comfort

A sensuously curved design that has won interna-

The high-quality material quickly takes on the
water temperature. The slope of the backrest

tional awards.

offers additional comfort.

Installation system

Aesthetic appeal

Installation is child’s play! (Installation kit

Elegant bath feet in a beech look or white matt

includes polystyrene support, assembly foam,

add the ﬁnishing touch to the classic design of this

special combined outlet and overﬂow and

free-standing bath. Special workmanship on the

assembly instructions).

1

1 · CETUS bath

44

BATHS

CULT tap ﬁttings programme X-PLANE tiles

exterior and a matt ﬁnish for a stylish effect.

LENGTH

WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE

INSTALLATION HEIGHT

CONTENTS

RECTANGULAR SOLO

1700 mm

750 mm

487 mm

1240 x 420 mm

620 mm

140 L

RECTANGULAR DUO

1800 mm

800 mm

471 mm

1140 x 480 mm

605 mm

170 L

OVAL

1750 mm
1900 mm

750 mm
800 mm

471 mm
470 mm

1080 x 460 mm
1200 x 530 mm

605 mm
590 mm

140 L
175 L

HEXAGONAL

2100 mm

1000 mm

475 mm

1290 x 600 mm

620 mm

215 L

FREE-STANDING
CETA

1750 mm
1900 mm

750 mm
800 mm

471 mm
470 mm

1080 x 450 mm
1200 x 530 mm

–
–

140 L
175 L

1

FREE-STANDING

LENGTH

WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE

INSTALLATION HEIGHT

CONTENTS

1771 mm

771 mm

450 mm

1200 x 500 mm

–

160 L
1 · SQUARE tap ﬁttings programme BERNINA tiles

BATHS
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LA BELLE

LIBRA

A new sensuality

Comfortable use of space
La Belle has tempting elegantly curved lines: the

The compact Libra bath combines comfort and

stuff that dreams are made of – for a classically

practicality in top quality and is also suitable

extravagant bathroom setting. The bath panel is

for small bathrooms. The United bath panelling

available in Framboise and Graphite Noir in ad-

is available for Libra. More information on

dition to classic white. The high-quality La Belle

page 62.

bath also comes as a free-standing monolithic
version in White as well as a practical and

Comfort

comfortable built-in variant: the perfect place to

Integrated shower area. There is a choice of

forget the daily routine, space and time.

three positions for the overﬂow.

Comfort

Aesthetic appeal

High-quality Quaryl® guarantees perfect reclining

Perfectly complemented by the Subway bath

comfort; the long inside length ensures a great deal

screens (see page 21).

of space.
Aesthetic appeal
The delicate, sweeping movement creates a
unique, graceful form with the La Fleur pillar
tap adding the ﬁ nishing touch.
1

1 · LA FLEUR tap ﬁttings programme
LENGTH

X-PLANE tiles
WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE

INSTALLATION HEIGHT

CONTENTS

AVAILABLE IN THE PANEL COLOURS
1

FREE-STANDING

RECTANGULAR DUO
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BATHS

1800 mm

1800 mm

800 mm

800 mm

500 mm

500 mm

1200 x 483 mm

1200 x 483 mm

640 mm

640 mm

200 L

200 L

White Alpine

Star White

Framboise

Graphite Noir

RECTANGULAR SOLO

LENGTH

WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE

INSTALLATION HEIGHT

CONTENTS

1600 mm
1700 mm
1800 mm

700 mm
750 mm
800mm

450 mm
432 mm
465 mm

1200 x 420 mm
1210 x 420 mm
1250 x 450 mm

585 mm
570 mm
600 mm

90 L
125 L
175 L

1 · JUST tap ﬁttings programme
AVALON + PURE LINE tiles

BATHS
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LOOP&FRIENDS
Two forms, endless possibilities
A simple concept!

LENGTH

WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE

INSTALLATION HEIGHT

CONTENTS*

RECTANGULAR
DUO

1600 mm
1700 mm
1700 mm
1800 mm
1900 mm

700 mm
700 mm
750 mm
800 mm
900 mm

440 mm
440 mm
440 mm
440 mm
440 mm

1150 x 460 mm
1200 x 460 mm
1200 x 460 mm
1200 x 480 mm
1200 x 560 mm

545 mm
545 mm
545 mm
545 mm
545 mm

100 L/110 L
115 L/120 L
120 L/130 L
135 L/150 L
165 L/180 L

HEXAGONAL

1900 mm
2050 mm

900 mm
900 mm

440 mm
440 mm

1150 x 560 mm
1200 x 560 mm

545 mm
545 mm

135 L/145 L
150 L/180 L

OFFSET
RIGHT/LEFT

1750 mm

1350 mm

440 mm

1200 x 780 mm

545 mm

205 L/215 L

FREE-STANDING

1800 mm

800 mm

440 mm

1200 x 480 mm

630 mm

135 L/150 L

CORNER

1400 mm

1400 mm

440 mm

1150 x 480 mm

545 mm

145 L/160 L

Comfort
High quality acrylic, soft lines, symmetrical basic
forms and a timeless design – Loop&Friends
has everything you expect of a modern bath.
Thanks to the low interior height of just
440 mm, the baths are particularly economical with water. And with a central outlet, two
people can bathe together in absolute comfort.
Aesthetic appeal
The 22 different bath models in the collection
have a square or oval inner form, making them

2

perfectly suited to any bathroom. Choose
between free-standing baths, built-in baths and
solutions for special space requirements.

*For oval and rectangular inner form

You will ﬁ nd the matching bath partitions
(Frame to Frame and Subway) on pages 14 and
21.

AVAILABLE IN THE PANEL COLOURS

1

White Alpine

Star White

3

1 – 3 · LOOP & FRIENDS bath CULT tap ﬁttings programme NATURE SIDE tiles
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LUXXUS

MY ART

Luxurious relaxation

Consummate perfection
The spacious corner bath promises an inviting

The MY ART bath made of Quaryl® sets new

and drawn-out bathing experience – also perfect

standards in terms of comfort, quality and

for bathing with your nearest and dearest.

bathroom design.

Comfort

Comfort

The high back ensures optimum sitting and

The spacious interior is very enticing, inviting

reclining comfort; a neckrest is optionally

the bather to relax.

available in Pure Grey or Pearl Beige.
Aesthetic appeal
Aesthetic appeal

The United bath panelling system that is

Exclusive design thanks to high-quality panels

pre-installed in the factory (more details on page

in teak veneer or an aluminium look.

62) can be used to create an individual look.
You will ﬁnd the matching Frame to Frame bath
screens on page 14.

1
1

LENGTH

CORNER

50

BATHS

1450 mm

WIDTH

1450 mm

BATH DEPTH

470 mm

DIM. OF BASE

1240 x 1240 mm

INSTALLATION HEIGHT

600 mm

CONTENTS

465 L

LENGTH

WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE

INSTALLATION HEIGHT CONTENTS

RECTANGULAR SOLO

1700 mm

750 mm

500 mm

1200 x 440 mm

640 mm

190 L

RECTANGULAR DUO

1800 mm

800 mm

500 mm

1200 x 520 mm

640 mm

210 L

AVAILABLE IN THE PANEL COLOURS

Teak

Aluminium

1 · LA FLEUR tap ﬁttings programme BERNINA tiles

1 · UNITED bath panelling
CULT tap ﬁttings programme

BERNINA tiles

BATHS
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MY NATURE

NEXUS

Naturally relaxed

High-tech material in a classic form
Close your eyes and unwind in your own

Innovative Quaryl® allows the unusual design

personal haven. Surrounded by gently curved

of the Nexus bath. For a totally harmonious

forms, ﬂoat on a sea of relaxation in the

bathroom ambience, the bath can be tiled

My Nature bath.

individually.

Comfort

Comfort

With an inside depth of 460 mm, the My Nature

As the outlet is in the centre, you choose at which

bath provides high lying comfort.

end you want to sit.

Aesthetic appeal

Aesthetic appeal

A wooden pedestal (available in Elm Impresso,

The oval bath rim is a real eye-catcher, perfectly

Chestnut or White) adds depth to the delicate

echoing the curved form of the bath.

bath and effortlessly supports it.
The harmony of the two elements creates an
exquisite minimalism that promises well-being at
ﬁrst glance.

1

LENGTH

WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE

INSTALLATION HEIGHT

CONTENTS

OVAL

1900 mm

800 mm

460 mm

1200 x 475 mm

565 mm

180 L

FREE-STANDING

1900 mm

800 mm

460 mm

1200 x 475 mm

–

180 L

52

BATHS

WOODEN PEDESTAL TO MATCH VARIOUS FURNITURE
FINISHES

Elm Impresso

Chestnut

White

1 · L´AURA tap ﬁttings programme X-PLANE tiles

OVAL

LENGTH

WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE

INSTALLATION HEIGHT

CONTENTS

1771 mm

771 mm

450 mm

1200 x 500 mm

560 mm

160 L

BATHS
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OBERON

OMNIA ARCHITECTURA

Clarity in design and function

A real all-rounder in the entry-level category
Due to the special combination of rectangular

Extremely versatile – thanks to the wide

and oval forms, the Oberon bath is a real design

selection of models. Entry-level model in proven

classic and very impressive on the strength of

Villeroy&Boch quality.

its very accurate ﬁt.
Comfort
Comfort

The wide base is ideal for showering.

The round inside form of the bath rim is ideal if
you want to lie back and relax.

Aesthetic appeal
The restrained design is perfect for any

Aesthetic appeal

modern bathroom.

Thanks to its straight-lined design, this timelessly
modern eye-catcher ﬁts harmoniously into many

You will ﬁnd the matching Frame to Frame and

styles. There is a choice of three positions for the

Subway bath screens on pages 14 and 21.

overﬂow.
You will ﬁnd the matching Frame to Frame and
Subway bath screens on pages 14 and 21.

1

1

1 · CULT tap ﬁttings programme X-PLANE + ONE & ONLY tiles

RECTANGULAR SOLO

RECTANGULAR DUO
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LENGTH

WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE

INSTALLATION HEIGHT

CONTENTS

1600 mm
1700 mm
1700 mm
1800 mm

750 mm
700 mm
750 mm
800 mm

450 mm
450 mm
450 mm
470 mm

1140 x 430 mm
1230 x 460 mm
1240 x 440 mm
1270 x 460 mm

585 mm
585 mm
585 mm
605 mm

125 L
135 L
135 L
175 L

1900 mm

900 mm

480 mm

1280 x 510 mm

615 mm

218 L

LENGTH

WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE

INSTALLATION HEIGHT

CONTENTS

RECTANGULAR SOLO

1400 mm
1500 mm
1600 mm
1700 mm
1700 mm

700 mm
700 mm
700 mm
700 mm
750 mm

460 mm
460 mm
460 mm
480 mm
480 mm

970 x 420 mm
1070 x 420 mm
1150 x 460 mm
1200 x 460 mm
1200 x 460 mm

565 mm
565 mm
565 mm
585 mm
585 mm

110 L
125 L
165 L
195 L
210 L

RECTANGULAR DUO

1700 mm
1800 mm
1900 mm

800 mm
800 mm
900 mm

480 mm
500 mm
500 mm

1200 x 430 mm
1200 x 430 mm
1210 x 560 mm

585 mm
605 mm
605 mm

215 L
235 L
285 L

1 · SUBWAY tap ﬁttings programme
PRO ARCHITECTURA tiles

BATHS
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O.NOVO

SQUARO

Flexible selection in the entry-level category

The art of clear lines
The O.novo Solo and Duo baths come in

Made of Quaryl®, the Squaro range of baths

numerous sizes (with a depth of up to 500 mm

offers perfect reclining comfort together with

and a length of up to 1800 mm) and offer

all the advantages of this innovative material in

optimum solutions for every bathroom, as well

top quality: such as the unique shape that,

as a modern, understated design. The ideal

with its clear lines, creates a stylish design for

entry-level solution in Villeroy&Boch quality.

timelessly modern bathrooms.

Comfort

Comfort

Steep outside walls and a round interior for an

As they are so deep, the baths are extremely

especially deep bath with plenty of space.

comfortable, whether for sitting or reclining, and
the optional headrests in black and light grey add
the ﬁnishing touch to reclining comfort.

Aesthetic appeal
The Subway and Frame to Frame bath screens
are the perfect complement to the O.novo

Aesthetic appeal

family of baths and help turn a bath into a

Stylish panels in Glossy Black or Satin-ﬁ nish

shower (pages 14 and 21).

Chrome are available for the corner variant.
You will ﬁnd the matching Frame to Frame and
1

Subway bath screens on pages 14 and 21.

1 · CULT tap ﬁttings programme X-PLANE tiles
LENGTH

WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE

INSTALLATION HEIGHT

CONTENTS

1700 mm
1800 mm

750 mm
800 mm

500 mm
800 mm

1200 x 480 mm
1200 x 500 mm

555 mm
555 mm

195 L
215 L

AVAILABLE IN THE PANEL COLOURS

1

LENGTH

WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE

INSTALLATION HEIGHT

CONTENTS

RECTANGULAR SOLO

1600 mm
1700 mm
1700 mm

700 mm
700 mm
750 mm

450 mm
450 mm
470 mm

1180 x 400 mm
1200 x 400 mm
1200 x 430 mm

575 mm
575 mm
595 mm

125 L
140 L
170 L

RECTANGULAR DUO

1800 mm
1900 mm

800 mm
900 mm

500 mm
500 mm

1190 x 470 mm
1290 x 550 mm

625 mm
625 mm

200 L
220 L
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RECTANGULAR DUO

White Alpine

1 · CULT tap ﬁttings programme
X-PLANE + COLORVISION tiles

HEXAGONAL

1900 mm

800 mm

500 mm

1100 x 500 mm

555 mm

185 L

CORNER

1450 mm

1450 mm

500 mm

1200 x 500 mm

610 mm

240 L

Star White

Chrome Plated
Satinized

Glossy Black

BATHS
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SQUARO EDGE 12
Perfect aesthetics
Discover a new dimension to Squaro: The
distinguishing features of the unique Squaro
Edge 12 are its clear lines and stylish design.
The slender 12 millimetre rim is a special
highlight. Special bathing comfort and premium
requirements come together to create pure
aesthetics. The United bath panelling is
available for this model (more information on
page 62). The free-standing bath is now also
available as a white monolithic model.
Comfort
The baths are extremely comfortable, whether
sitting or reclining, the ﬂush-mounted overﬂow
ﬁttings in chrome or white with optional,
integrated water inlet are supplied with the
bath.
Aesthetic appeal
3

The particularly narrow rim gives the bath an
incomparable sense of lightness. The material

4

LENGTH

WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE

RECTANGULAR DUO

1650 mm
1700 mm
1800 mm
1900 mm

750 mm
750 mm
800 mm
900 mm

450 mm
450 mm
450 mm
450 mm

1150 x 460 mm
1200 x 460 mm
1200 x 480 mm
1250 x 580 mm

595 mm
595 mm
595 mm
595 mm

160 L
165 L
180 L
240 L

OVAL DUO

1800 mm

800 mm

450 mm

1200 x 480 mm

595 mm

180 L

FREE-STANDING DUO

1800 mm

800 mm

450 mm

1200 x 480 mm

595 mm

180 L

Quaryl® permits unusual bath designs.

INSTALLATION HEIGHT CONTENTS

AVAILABLE IN THE PANEL COLOURS

1

1 · JUST tap ﬁttings programme X-PLANE tiles 2 · JUST tap ﬁttings programme
3 · 12 mm rim JUST tap ﬁttings programme 4 · integrated water inlet
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BERNINA + X-PLANE tiles

White Alpine

Star White

Graphite Noir

2

BATHS
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SUBWAY
Universal diversity for individual requirements
With numerous forms and sizes available,
Subway offers the perfect solution for every room
and every requirement at outstanding value for
money. Diverse, ﬂexible, versatile. A large range
of shower trays, as well as bath screens and
shower enclosures, complete the Subway range.
Comfort
All variants offer optimum reclining comfort,
the characteristically wide rim serves as
comfortable armrest and can also be used for

LENGTH

WIDTH

BATH DEPTH

DIM. OF BASE INSTALLATION HEIGHT CONTENTS

700 mm
750 mm
800 mm
900 mm

420 mm
450 mm
480 mm
500 mm

1200 x 440 mm
1210 x 470 mm
1250 x 490 mm
1250 x 530 mm

525 mm
555 mm
585 mm
605 mm

125 L
160 L
180 L
230 L

sport a practical shower zone.

RECTANGULAR DUO

1600 mm
1700 mm
1800 mm
1900 mm

Aesthetic appeal

OVAL

1800 mm
1900 mm

800 mm
900 mm

500 mm
500 mm

1240 x 490 mm
1267 x 522 mm

605 mm
605 mm

180 L
190 L

HEXAGONAL

1900 mm

800 mm

450 mm

1160 x 400 mm

555 mm

145 L

OFFSET RIGHT/LEFT

1700 mm

800 mm

450 mm

1200 x 521 mm

555 mm

130 L

SPECIAL FORM

1400 mm

1400 mm

480 mm

1150 x 471 mm

585 mm

150 L

ASYMMETRIC
RIGHT/LEFT

1700 mm

750/900 mm

450 mm

1200 x 450 mm

555 mm

215 L

CORNER

1300 mm
1400 mm
1500 mm

1300 mm
1400 mm
1500 mm

420 mm
480 mm
500 mm

1050 x 460 mm
1150 x 420 mm
1170 x 476 mm

525 mm
585 mm
605 mm

150 L
165 L
180 L

installing tap ﬁttings. The asymmetric variants

The understated purism enables unlimited
combination possibilities with various design
and furnishing styles. You will ﬁ nd the
matching Frame to Frame and Subway bath
screens on pages 14 and 21.

AVAILABLE IN THE PANEL COLOURS

1

1 · CULT tap ﬁttings programme ONE & ONLY + BERNINA tiles 2 · SUBWAY tap ﬁttings programme BERNINA tiles
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White Alpine

Star White
2

BATHS
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INTELLIGENT PANELLING SYSTEMS

ACCESSORIES

Easy assembly and free system design

The United bath panelling is available for the

Practical

Villeroy&Boch has developed clever systems for

rectangular Quaryl® baths (1700 to 1900 mm):

additional accessories for numerous baths:

Squaro Edge 12, Oberon, My Art, Libra and

top quality and in a matching design, they are

Cetus.

perfect for introducing extra comfort, safety

installing baths, showers and whirlpools that
facilitate assembly. In addition to the high

additions

Villeroy&Boch

offers

3 · Bath shelf
The attractive, waterproof real-wood bath shelf offers additional storage
space for the Joyce Apps. 2 sizes: 730 x 250 mm, 780 x 250 mm

and an exclusive bathroom ambience.

quality and aesthetic design, the systems provide
ﬂexible design freedom when planning the
bathroom.
United for baths

AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING COLOURS TO MATCH
OUR SUCCESSFUL FURNITURE COLLECTIONS

United is the new, sophisticated panelling for

a visible proﬁ le and various panel ﬁ nishes for
1

3

ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE COLOURS

works without a whirlpool system and whether or not the bath is full. It almost
Terra Matt

Oak Graphite

absolutely individual, creative bathroom design:

Macassar

entirely ﬂush-ﬁtting and therefore very easy to clean. You can choose between
warm white, coloured light or for example an alternating colour programme.

Oak

Oak Graphite

For atmospheric lighting that has a proven positive effect on body and soul.

available in Macassar, Oak Graphite, Glossy
Walnut, Glossy White and Terra Matt and

1 · TouchLight
The ﬁrst bath lighting from Villeroy&Boch for Quaryl® and acrylic baths that

selected rectangular and offset Quaryl® baths. It
consists of a high-quality aluminium frame with

1

4 · Multifunctional cushion
Glossy White

Glossy Walnut

The waterproof multifunctional cushion is made from high quality foam.

therefore perfectly matched to our successful

It takes the strain off your neck and can also be used on the base of the

furniture programmes. Installation is easy

bath as a comfortable cushion or to provide foot support.

thanks to the use of magnets.

Size: 240 x 150 x 50 mm

4
2

ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE COLOURS

2 · Handles
The Villeroy&Boch bath handle facilitates entering and leaving the bath.
2
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1 / 2 · INSTALLATION – easy thanks to magnets

It can be attached to almost all baths.

Bali

Peru

Anthracite

BATHS
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Whirlpool systems
Ultimate relaxation
for the sake of your health
You can find peace and relaxation whenever you want it. Turn your Villeroy&Boch bath into your
very own oasis of wellness. The beneficial effect on your health of the innovative whirlpool systems
by Villeroy&Boch supports regeneration and will help you to boost your energy levels. For greater
quality of life within your own four walls.
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WHIRLPOOLS

A sensual pleasure that’s good for you
Whether you’re looking for peace and relaxation away from the stresses
of everyday life or want to boost your health, a relaxing bath in your own
whirlpool can work wonders. It combines three elements that have a
particularly beneficial effect on the body: water, warmth and massage.

Water as a source of well-being

The comfortable warm massage relaxes body and soul

Taking a little time out from everyday life

Taking regular baths provides a comforting feeling of weightlessness

Massage and warmth help to relax the muscles and release tension.

A whirlpool is just the ticket if you just want to switch off and forget

and takes the strain off joints, ligaments and the spine. You’ll quickly

They stimulate the circulation, boost the immune system and

the stresses of everyday life. The warm water has a calming effect that

feel any pain easing, particularly after exercising or if you suffer from

improve the metabolism, and this keeps the tissue and skin supple.

allows all your senses to wind down, ensuring healthy and relaxing

problems with your joints.

sleep. Transform your bathroom into your own personal refuge
and recharge your batteries for the next day – in a Villeroy&Boch
whirlpool.
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WHIRLPOOL SYSTEMS
From the comfortable AirPool Entry-level to the luxurious CombiPool Active you are sure to find a model to suit your needs

As much comfort as you want. Each of the three whirlpool systems is available with different comfort features.

AIRPOOL
The air system for an invigorating massage. In the AirPool, air is injected into the bath through special jets and dispersed as fine

AIRPOOL ENTRY-LEVEL

AIRPOOL COMFORT

bubbles. These air jets are located in the base and ensure a stimulating massage. The pipes to the base jets are blown dry after use.

Relaxing bathing pleasure

Tingling and as quiet as a whisper

The water system for targeted body massage. The water is extracted and pumped back into the bath through special (water) jets.

HYDROPOOL ENTRY-LEVEL

HYDROPOOL COMFORT

The HydroPool massage jet stimulates the muscles and local metabolism. Residual water is drained away.

Relaxation for your back

Pampered from head to toe

The combination of AirPool and HydroPool. The best of both worlds: air jets in the base of the bath and water jets, depending on the

COMBIPOOL ENTRY-LEVEL

COMBIPOOL COMFORT

COMBIPOOL INVISIBLE

COMBIPOOL ACTIVE

model, in the back, at the sides and/or in the foot area. The jets can also be used separately, for an all-round body massage that gently

Moments of enjoyment in your own bathroom

Ultra-quiet chillaxing

Your personal pampering programme

For a soothing deep-tissue massage

Air jets in the base of the bath

HYDROPOOL

Water jets in the sides of the bath

COMBIPOOL

eases tensions and stimulates the circulation. The CombiPool is also used for hydrotherapy. The residual water drains away and the
base jets are blown dry.

Air jets in the base and water jets in the sides of the bath

All systems are available in two versions with different comfort features. In addition there are two Special Pools for up-market requirements in terms of design and massage. The three whirlpool systems are available in acrylic or Quaryl®.
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AIRPOOL ENTRY-LEVEL

AIRPOOL COMFORT

Relaxing bathing pleasure

Tingling and as quiet as a whisper
The AirPool Entry-level is the optimum model

The tiny tingling champagne-like bubbles

Magic Light

for everyone wanting greater relaxation in their

in the AirPool Comfort have a stimulating

own bathroom. Its stimulating air massage

effect rather like a gentle peel. At the same

The individually controllable light in

energises the body and effectively releases tight

time, the extremely quiet Whisper jets

muscles. It offers uncomplicated relaxation in

encourage calm and relaxation for an all-

reliable Villeroy&Boch quality at outstanding

FEATURES

10 micro base jets

round feel-good atmosphere. In the Quaryl®

value for money.

models, the jets are flush-mounted ensuring
a discreet appearance and perfect aesthetics.

Relaxing comfort
With their dynamic air bubbles, ten jets
arranged in an even pattern on the base of the
bath offer an invigorating and stimulating
1
1 · LOOP & FRIENDS acrylic bath with AirPool Entry-level system

massage at all the important contact points.
The heat generated by the air system is transferred to the water in the bath.

FEATURES

various colours has a proven positive effect
on body and soul.
10 large Whisper base jets

Integrated rim-mounted remote control

Compared to the AirPool Entry-level,

Integrated rim-mounted remote control

the AirPool Comfort offers the following

1 Interval, 2 Programmes

features:
1 Interval

2 Magic Lights

Perfect comfort
1

Underwater lighting 2 white LED-lamps
1 · LOOP & FRIENDS acrylic bath with AirPool Comfort system

Thanks to their flat design and pleasantly
shaped surface, the 10 Whisper jets do not
get in the way.

Efficient massage effect
The standard equipment in our AirPools includes

Champagne effect

intermittent massage – the pleasant sensory

Tiny air bubbles surge from the pores in

stimulation ensures long-lasting massage enjoy-

the jets – a gentle peel for the skin.

ment and an intense bathing experience.
The joy of peace and quiet
Atmospheric lighting

The AirPool Comfort complies with DIN

The energy-saving LED underwater lighting in

4109, was tested at the Fraunhofer Institut

clear, white light creates a pleasant, feel-good

and, thanks to the Whisper technology, is

atmosphere.

one of the quietest systems on the market.
Ideal for switching off and relaxing body and

2
2 · SQUARO Quaryl® bath with AirPool Entry-level system
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2

soul after a loud and hectic working day.

2 · SQUARO Quaryl® bath with AirPool Comfort system
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HYDROPOOL ENTRY-LEVEL

HYDROPOOL COMFORT

Relaxation for your back

Pampered from head to toe
With the HydroPool Entry-level, you can give

Thanks to its beneficial back and side

Ultimate comfort

your back a treat whenever you want – and

massage, the HydroPool Comfort is the

at good value for money. The ergonomically

ideal place to unwind. A total of 18 jets

Two additional foot jets provide a

arranged jets massage the upper and lower back,

stimulate the whole body, from the

as well as the shoulders, ensuring a feeling of
complete relaxation.
Integral back massage
Thanks to eight ergonomically aligned back jets
you can enjoy a soothing back massage.
Efficient massage effect
1

shoulders to the feet. In the Quaryl®

8 micro back jets

version, these jets are flush-mounted, so
they not only feel good but look great, too.

Integrated rim-mounted remote control

Thanks to the uniquely quiet Whisper
technology, you can enjoy your bath in total

1 Interval

tranquillity. Compared to the HydroPool
Entry-level, the HydroPool Comfort offers

Underwater lighting 2 white LED-lamps

the following features:

The standard equipment in our HydroPools
includes intermittent massage – the pleasant

1 · LOOP & FRIENDS acrylic bath with HydroPool Entry-level system

FEATURES

1
1 · LOOP & FRIENDS acrylic bath with HydroPool Comfort system

Gentle regeneration
The mix of water and air bubbles from the

sensory stimulation ensures long-lasting massage
enjoyment and an intense bathing experience.

eight Whisper side jets stimulates the

Atmospheric lighting

cleansing process.

muscles, the local metabolism and the skin

The energy-saving LED underwater lighting in

FEATURES

sublimely soothing foot massage.
The joy of peace and quiet

2 micro foot jets

The HydroPool Comfort complies with
DIN 4109, was tested at the Fraunhofer

8 Whisper side jets

Institut and, thanks to the Whisper
technology, is one of the quietest systems

8 micro back jets

on the market. The ideal way to switch off
and relax
Magic Light

Integrated rim-mounted remote control

1 Interval, 2 Programmes

The individually controllable light in
various colours has a proven positive effect

2 Magic Lights

on body and soul.

Targeted massage

clear, white light creates a pleasant, feel-good

The side jets are manually adjustable and

atmosphere.

closable and can be rotated by almost 360° –
for an absolutely individual massage tailored
exactly to personal preferences and requirements.

2
2 · SQUARO Quaryl® bath with HydroPool Entry-level system
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2
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COMBIPOOL ENTRY-LEVEL

COMBIPOOL COMFORT

Moments of enjoyment in your own bathroom

Ultra-quiet chillaxing

The CombiPool Entry-level offers an

Consummate chillaxing

indulgent, relaxing massage thanks to

The CombiPool combines all the advantages

dynamic air jets from the base of the bath
and a powerful water-air massage for the
back. A unique pleasure that, thanks to the
stylish design of the jets, also leaves a
lasting impression on the eye. And all this is
available at really good value for money.

FEATURES

of the AirPool and the HydroPool in a

10 micro base jets

Optimum massage

air system is transferred to the water in the
1

bath.

1 Interval

1

The intense massage provided by the base,
side, back and feet jets relaxes the muscles
and nerves, stimulates the circulation and
releases tension. The gentle exfoliating

The CombiPool Comfort complies with
Institut and, thanks to the Whisper

equipment

in

technology, is one of the quietest systems

our

on the market. even when used at the
highest setting. The ideal way to switch off

the pleasant sensory stimulation ensures

FEATURES

10 large Whisper base jets

2 micro foot jets

8 Whisper side jets

8 micro back jets

Integrated rim-mounted remote control

1 Interval, 2 Programmes

2 Magic Lights

and relax.

long-lasting massage enjoyment and an
intense bathing experience.

Magic Light
The individually controllable light in various

Atmospheric lighting
energy-saving

atmosphere created by the individually

DIN 4109, was tested at the Fraunhofer

CombiPools includes intermittent massage

The

Consummate chillaxing

The joy of peace and quiet

Efficient massage effect
standard

and mind to chillax in the wonderful

effect has long-term benefits for the skin.

1 · LOOP & FRIENDS acrylic bath with CombiPool Comfort system

The

features:

also particularly attractive.
Integrated rim-mounted remote control

Underwater lighting 2 white LED-lamps

1 · LOOP & FRIENDS acrylic bath with CombiPool Entry-level system

the CombiPool Comfort offers the following

stimulating full-body massage with its

flush-fitted jets in the Quaryl® version are

stimulating massage at all the important
contact points. The heat generated by the

CombiPool Comfort. Enjoy the tingling,

controllable colour-therapy lights. The

8 micro back jets

arranged in an even pattern on the base
of the bath offer an invigorating and

Compared to the CombiPool Entry-level,

unique effect and allow your body

premium system for a full body massage.

With their dynamic air bubbles, ten jets

All of your senses can relax in the quiet

LED

colours has a proven positive effect on body

underwater

and soul.

lighting in clear, white light creates a
pleasant, feel-good atmosphere.

2
2 · SQUARO Quaryl® bath with CombiPool Entry-level system
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2
2 · SQUARO Quaryl® bath with CombiPool Comfort system
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COMBIPOOL INVISIBLE
Your personal pampering programme

Consummate chillaxing

FEATURES

The combination of dynamic air jets with a
powerful water-air massage ensures a holistic
wellness experience, thereby meeting even the
highest requirements in terms of vitality and long-

12 large Fitness jets

term health. The heat generated by the air system
is transferred to the water in the bath.
Efficient massage effect

16 pop-up side jets

3 Intervals

The efficient, intermittent massage creates a
pleasant, pulsating sensation when it comes into
contact with the body and has a lasting effect.
1

Ideal for those who, after regular exercise, want
to relax, effectively reduce muscular tension and

1 · LIGHTING 2 MAGIC LIGHTS

Smart Control remote control

2 Magic Lights

prevent aches and pains.
Invisible wellness pleasure
Invisible Jets are standard in both the acrylic
and the Quaryl® versions. In the Quaryl®
version, they are also integrated completely
flush in the bath.

2

1
1 · SQUARO Quaryl® bath with CombiPool Invisible system

2 · LOOP & FRIENDS acrylic bath with CombiPool Invisible system

The CombiPool Invisible is a whirlpool and designer object in one. All but invisible, its jets become an integral part of the bath as a whole, ensuring visual harmony. The unique Smart Control remote
control is particularly convenient and can be used to adjust the various intervals and programmes.
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2
2 · INTERMITTENT MASSAGE
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COMBIPOOL ACTIVE
For a deep massage as if given by hand

FEATURES

24 Air Royale jets

8 Whisper Active side jets

6 Active back jets
2

2 Active foot jets

2 · LOOP & FRIENDS acrylic bath with CombiPool Active system

1 Interval, 6 Programmes

The CombiPool Active brings luxury and added comfort to your
bathroom. At the touch of a button, you can select one of the beneficial

Smart Control remote control

massages from the varied programmes offering everything from gentle
stimulation to the effective release of muscular tension. A total of 40 jets
ensure an extraordinary massage experience similar to that offered by a

2 Magic Lights

real masseur. The jets in the Quaryl® version are flush-mounted in the
bath, so they not only feel good but look great, too.
Targeted massage

Comfort programmes

The quiet CombiPool Active has eight Whisper Active Jets in the sides.

The six available programmes were developed in collaboration with the

These innovative and unique jets can be individually controlled and

sports medicine specialist, Prof. Dr. Allmann: they offer sheer relaxation

ensure a targeted and intensive massage. In addition, the CombiPool

and promote your emotional well-being and physical health in the long

Active has six Active Jets for the back and two in the foot area. The heat

term. Relieve aching muscles and tension and stimulate the circulation at

generated by the air system is transferred to the water in the bath.

the push of a button.

1
1 · SQUARO EDGE 12 Quaryl® bath with CombiPool Active System
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FEATURES

WHIRLPOOL OPERATION
Relaxation at the push of a button
AIRPOOLS

AIRPOOL
ENTRY-LEVEL

HYDROPOOLS

AIRPOOL
COMFORT

HYDROPOOL
ENTRY-LEVEL

RIM-MOUNTED CONTROL

COMBIPOOLS

HYDROPOOL
COMFORT

COMBIPOOL
ENTRY-LEVEL

COMBIPOOL
COMFORT

COMBIPOOL
INVISIBLE

COMBIPOOL
ACTIVE

Push-button operation
A practical rim-mounted control is available for many of our pools (except the Active and Invisible Pools).
The elegant rim-mounted attachment ensures easy and convenient operation from any position in
the bath.
· Gradual increase and reduction of jet functions
· Standby display
· Manual start / finish the cleaning cycle

Standard
Air jets

10 Micro base jets

10 large Whisper base jets

-

-

10 Micro base jets

10 large Whisper base jets

12 large Fitness jets

24 Air Royale jets

8 micro back jets

2 micro foot jets;
8 Whisper side jets;
8 micro back jets

16 pop-up side jets

8 Whisper Active side jets;
6 Active back jets;
2 Active foot jets

Water jets

-

-

8 micro back jets

2 micro foot jets;
8 Whisper side jets;
8 micro back jets

Operation

Integrated rim-mounted
remote control

Integrated rim-mounted
remote control

Integrated rim-mounted
remote control

Integrated rim-mounted
remote control

Integrated rim-mounted
remote control

Integrated rim-mounted
remote control

Smart control

Smart control

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

Interval

· Switch the jet functions On / Off
· Activate the blow-drying of the pipes
· Switch the intermittent pulsator On / Off
With this function, the jets automatically release air intermittently.

SMART CONTROL REMOTE CONTROL
Programmes

-

2

-

2

-

2

-

6

Everything to hand
The many practical advantages of the Smart Control are obvious.

Whisper Effect

Lighting

-

●

-

●

-

●

-

●

2 white LEDs

2 coloured LEDs

2 white LEDs

2 coloured LEDs

2 white LEDs

2 coloured LEDs

2 coloured LED

2 coloured LEDs

· Aesthetic design and no sign of the receiver on the rim of the bath
· Simple to operate thanks to intuitive menu navigation
· Easy control of all functions and new options
· Available for CombiPool, Invisible and Active
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POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS
for baths and whirlpool systems

The baths shown here can be combined with all our Air-, Hydro- and CombiPools.
For even more relaxation, wellbeing and improved health in the comfort of your own home.
AVEO

LUXXUS

OMNIA ARCHITECTURA

Form

Dimensions

Article number

Form

Dimensions

Article number

Built-in

1900 x 950 mm

UBQ194AVE7V

Corner

1450 x 1450 mm

UBQ145LUX3V

SQUARO EDGE 12
Form

Dimensions

Article number

Rectangular Solo

1600 x 700 mm

UBA167ARA2V

1700 x 700 mm

UBA177ARA2V

1700 x 750 mm
Rectangular Duo

LOOP&FRIENDS

OBERON
Form

Dimensions

Article number

Rectangular Duo

1600 x 700 mm
1700 x 700 mm
1700 x 750 mm
1800 x 800 mm
1900 x 900 mm

UBA167LFS2V
UBA177LFS2V
UBA170LFS2V
UBA180LFS2V
UBA199LFS2V

Rectangular Duo Oval 1600 x 700 mm
1700 x 700 mm
1700 x 750 mm
1800 x 800 mm
1900 x 900 mm

UBA167LFO2V
UBA177LFO2V
UBA170LFO2V
UBA180LFO2V
UBA199LFO2V

Hexagonal

UBA199LFS6V
UBA199LFO6V
UBA205LFS6V
UBA205LFO6V

1900 x 900 mm
2050 x 900 mm

Offset left/right
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1750 x 1350 mm

UBA175LFS9LIV
UBA175LFS9REV
UBA175LFO9LIV
UBA175LFO9REV

Oval Duo

1800 x 800 mm

UBA180LFS7V
UBA180LFO7V

Corner

1400 x 1400 mm

UBA140LFS3V
UBA140LFO3V

Form

Dimensions

Article number

Rectangular Duo

1600 x 750 mm

UBQ160SQE2DV

1700 x 750 mm

UBQ170SQE2DV

UBA170ARA2V

1800 x 800 mm

UBQ180SQE2DV

1700 x 800 mm

UBA178ARA2V

1900 x 900 mm

UBQ190SQE2DV

1800 x 800 mm

UBA180ARA2V

Oval Duo

1800 x 800 mm

UBQ180SQE7DV

1900 x 900 mm

UBA199ARA2V

Form

Dimensions

Article number

Rectangular Duo

O.NOVO
Form

Dimensions

Article number

Rectangular Solo

1600 x 750 mm

UBQ160OBE2V

1700 x 700 mm

UBQ177OBE2V

1700 x 750 mm

UBQ170OBE2V

1800 x 800 mm

UBQ180OBE2V

Rectangular Duo

1900 x 900 mm

SUBWAY
Form

Dimensions

Article number

Rectangular Solo

1600 x 700 mm

UBA160CAS2V

1600 x 700 mm

UBA167SUB2V

1700 x 700 mm

UBA177CAS2V

1700 x 750 mm

UBA170SUB2V

1700 x 750 mm

UBA170CAS2V

1800 x 800 mm

UBA180SUB2V

1800 x 800 mm

UBA180CAS2V

1900 x 900 mm

UBA199SUB2V

1900 x 900 mm

UBA190CAS2V

1300 x 1300 mm

UBA130SUB3V

1400 x 1400 mm

UBA140SUB3V

1500 x 1500 mm

UBA150SUB3V

Hexagonal

1900 x 800 mm

UBA190SUB6V

Oval

1800 x 800 mm

UBA180SUB7V

1900 x 900 mm

UBA199SUB7V

1400 x 1400 mm

UBA140SUB9V

Rectangular Duo

UBQ199OBE2V

SQUARO
Form

Dimensions

Article number

Rectangular Duo

1700 x 750 mm

UBQ170SQR2V
UBQ180SQR2V

Hexagonal

1900 x 800 mm

UBQ190SQR6V

Corner

1450 x 1450 mm

UBQ145SQR3V

Corner

Special form
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Information&
services
A wide range of services and detailed
information for wellness pleasure for
a long time to come
With the wellness products from Villeroy&Boch, long-term well-being is guaranteed with minimum
installation, care and maintenance. In this chapter, we present valuable maintenance tips and
guarantee information for relaxed safety. You can also find inspiration by viewing our product world
on the Internet – ranging from online bathroom planning to our social network pages.
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MAINTENANCE&CLEANING

SAFETY&GUARANTEE

Easy care, easy relaxation

Safety&hygiene

Villeroy&Boch wellness products boast particularly high-quality

The whirlpool systems from Villeroy&Boch meet the highest safety and hygiene requirements. To

materials that, thanks to their easy-care properties, such as pore-free

guarantee hygiene, some models are fitted with special jets or have a fully automatic cleaning

smooth surfaces, ensure genuine relaxation in the bathroom. With

system. This is activated automatically when the bathwater has emptied. The lines are then blown

minimum cleaning effort, long-term enjoyment of the wellness products

dry with air. Blow-drying can also be activated manually, for example, if water gets into the system

in your bathroom is guaranteed.

during cleaning.
To guarantee safe operation, all water-based whirlpool systems are fitted with a special hair trap.
This ensures that there is no water intake if the outlet is blocked. All systems are fitted with a level
sensor to prevent dry running to ensure that the whirlpool cannot be switched on if there is no
water in the bath.
All whirlpool systems carry the KEMA mark of conformity. Of course, all systems also feature the
CE logo. Quaryl® products from Villeroy&Boch are also TÜV-approved. In addition, all functions
of each whirlpool system are tested extensively in the factory. Please also observe the cleaning and
care instructions in the operating instructions.
Care tips&hygiene information
Acrylic and Quaryl® surfaces are extremely easy to clean as they are pore-free and seamlessly smooth. For the surfaces to

Warranty&guarantees

retain their brilliance, all that is needed is regular treatment with a sponge and a liquid cleaning agent that is also suitable for

We offer a 10-year guarantee on all baths and shower trays made from acrylic or Quaryl® and a

synthetics, such as acrylic. Limescale deposits and loss of shine are simply eliminated with vinegar-based or special limescale
cleaners. Alkaline cleaning agents, such as standard washing-up liquid, can be used to remove substances that leave greasy
marks.
Slight damage, such as scratches, to the acrylic with full-body colouring can be removed using standard repair sets or polishing
paste. Via their local dealer, customers can also contact the Villeroy&Boch Customer Services, which operates throughout
Germany. Wood elements have a waterproof coating as standard but should be wiped with a dry cloth after taking a bath.

3-year guarantee on whirlpool systems in accordance with the relevant warranty conditions.
Whirlpool unit
All Villeroy&Boch Whirlpool systems are supplied with all technical fittings pre-installed. The
technical units are installed in such a manner as to avoid any projections beyond the dimensions of the
bath. With most systems, all the technical elements are mounted on a vibration-reducing base.

Thanks to the high technical standard from Villeroy&Boch, the whirlpool systems offer optimum hygiene: furthermore, all
whirlpool jets can be easily removed and cleaned.
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WELLNESS LOUNGE&INFORMATION CENTRES
Top advice for a no-stress dream bathroom

The Villeroy&Boch Wellness Lounge

To ensure that your wellness oasis becomes a true dream bathroom,

Experience wellness at first-hand. In our Info-Center in Mettlach, you can try out our whirlpool

Villeroy&Boch bathroom showrooms and information centres offer a

systems, hot tubs and saunas free of charge with absolutely no obligation.

whole range of information: always with competent professional advice

Please get in touch with us at least 14 days in advance.

and supplemented with an exclusive wellness experience offer.

You can register here: +49 (0) 68 64 - 81 29 75 or by E-Mail: Ausstellung.Info@villeroy-boch.com.
For further information, please visit www.villeroy-boch.com/wellnesslounge

Bathroom showrooms

METTLACH (+ WELLNESS LOUNGE)

LUXEMBOURG

Discover the most beautiful bathrooms from Villeroy&Boch in the

Saaruferstraße

330, rue de Rollingergrund

66693 Mettlach

1018 Luxembourg

Tel.: +49 (0) 68 64 81 - 29 75

Tel.: +352 (0) 4 68 21 - 2 17

E-Mail: Ausstellung.Info@villeroy-boch.com

E-Mail: expo.lux@villeroy-boch.com

room situation or price category. Customers can request a current list of

BERLIN

SWITZERLAND

all showrooms by post, fax or telephone or they can use the dealer search

Ordensmeisterstraße 13

Marktmattenstrasse 23

12099 Berlin-Tempelhof

5600 Lenzburg

Tel.: +49 (0) 30 75 - 7 97 80

Tel.: +41 (0) 62 886 38 60

E-Mail: Info.Berlin@villeroy-boch.com

E-Mail: info.baederschweiz@villeroy-boch.com

showroom displays of our specialist retail and installation partners, as
well as at Villeroy&Boch’s own showrooms. Here you can find inspiration
for your own bathroom along with professional advice for every style,

on the Internet.
Further information on request from info.b@villeroy-boch.com

WELLNESS LOUNGE in the Mettlach Info-Center
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WELLNESS&MORE ON THE INTERNET
Discover online
Visit us at www.villeroy-boch.com. Here you’ll fi nd lots more information about our products.
You’ll also fi nd practical planning tools for bathroom design, a dealer search and lots of other
services that will take you one step closer to your dream bathroom. The Villeroy&Boch website
has a Professionals area for trade customers. Here, professionals will fi nd particularly detailed,
helpful and practical information about our products.

BATHROOM INSPIRATOR

BATHROOM PLANNER

FEEL THE INSPIRATION AND PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN PRODUCT COMBINATIONS

PLAN AND DESIGN YOUR DREAM BATHROOM USING YOUR BATHROOM’S

www.villeroyboch.com/bathroom-inspiration

ACTUAL DIMENSIONS
www.villeroyboch.com/bathroom-planner
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DEALER SEARCH

AUGMENTED REALITY APP

FIND A SPECIALIST DEALER NEAR YOU

PROJECT OUR PRODUCTS INTO YOUR BATHROOM

www.villeroyboch.com/dealerlocator

www.villeroyboch.com/augmented-reality-app
INFORMATION & SERVICES
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COLOURS
SHOWERS

SHOWER TRAY COLOURS

MATT COLOURS

WOODEN FRAME

01 White Alpine*

96 Star White*

1S Anthracite

2S Crème

3S Grey

4S Brown

41 Edelweiss

01 White Alpine

96 Star White

PM Elm Impresso

NH Chestnut

White

ACRYLIC & QUARYL®
*Futurion Shower Panel Colours

ACRYLIC & QUARYL®

SQUARO SUPERFLAT
SQUARO INFINITY

SQUARO SUPERFLAT
SQUARO INFINITY

SQUARO SUPERFLAT
SQUARO INFINITY

SQUARO SUPERFLAT
SQUARO INFINITY

SQUARO SUPERFLAT
SQUARO INFINITY

ACRYLIC & QUARYL®

ACRYLIC & QUARYL®

MY NATURE

MY NATURE

MY NATURE

N9 Terra Matt

FQ Oak Graphite

SURFACES OF SHOWER ENCLOSURES
61 Chrome

BATHS

GLOSSY COLOURS BATHS

Chrome Plated
Satinized

CERAMIC COLOURS

COLOUR OF GLASS

01 White Anti-slip

TP Taupe Anti-slip

W9 Ardoise Anti-slip

SUBWAY INFINITY

SUBWAY INFINITY

SUBWAY INFINITY

VIVIA SHOWER PANEL AND SHOWER STOOL

VIPRINT DÉCORS

W0 White

A0/G0 Anthracite

A1 Lodge Beige-Effect

A2 X-Plane Creme-Effect

A3 X-Plane Anthracite-Effect

SHOWER PANEL (A0)
SHOWER STOOL (G0)

SUBWAY INFINITY

SUBWAY INFINITY

SUBWAY INFINITY

UNITED BATH PANELLING

Transparent glass

(single-pane safety glass)

EC Glossy Walnut

OUTLET COVER COLOURS

MULTIFUNCTIONAL CUSHION

68 White

69 Brushed Chrome

61 Chrome

BATH PANEL COLOURS

LL Peru

DH Glossy White

NECKRESTS
PA Anthracite

BATH TRAY

QB Pearl Beige

QG Pure Grey

Light Grey

Black

LUXXUS

LUXXUS

SQUARO

SQUARO

COLOURS OF FEET

01 White Alpine

96 Star White

DU Framboise

T1 Graphite Noir

Teak

Aluminium

Glossy Black

Chrome Plated
Satinized

AVEO 1)
LA BELLE
LOOP & FRIENDS 2) 3)
SQUARO 2)
SQUARO EDGE 12
SUBWAY 2) 3)

AVEO 1)
LA BELLE
LOOP & FRIENDS 2) 3)
SQUARO 2)
SQUARO EDGE 12
SUBWAY 2) 3)

LA BELLE

LA BELLE
SQUARO EDGE 12

LUXXUS

LUXXUS

SQUARO 2)

SQUARO 2)
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LK Bali

ED Macassar

1)

Free-standing bath

2)

Corner bath

3)

MN Oak

FQ Oak Graphite

SURFACE OF VISIBLE PARTS OF WHIRLPOOL SYSTEMS

A04 Glossy White

A14 Glossy Black

C01 Granito Grey

A15 Aluminium

Beech

MS White Matt

CETA

CETA

CETA

CETA

HOMMAGE

HOMMAGE

61 Chrome

62 Gold Plated

01 White Alpine

INVISIBLE JETS

Offset bath
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VILLEROY&BOCH
UNITED KINGDOM
Villeroy&Boch (UK) Limited
Bathroom, Wellness and Tiles Division
267 Merton Road
London SW18 5JS
Tel. +44 (0) 208 871 40 28
Fax +44 (0) 208 870 37 20

2015 · Shades and dimensions subject to the usual tolerances. We reserve the right to make technical modifi cations to the range and alter colours.

Your sales consultant

WWW.VILLEROY-BOCH.COM

